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Today’s Plan

Q&A with audience

Moderated discussion on key questions

Contextualizing our session

Introductions
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Best (in Theory) Practices: Where the Field Stands

▧ Literature focuses on the role of the practicum, 
content of the curriculum (both FYC and 
practicum), and student experience (resistance). 

▧ Emphasis on tools for teaching or strategies for 
the FYC classroom. 

▧ Assumes a few specific models of training 
(concurrent practicum/seminar, summer training, 
prerequisite courses).



Apples and Oranges: Literature Meets Reality

▧ We meet our graduate students where they are. 
▧ As we’ve learned, planned curriculum can go out the 

window as needs arise. 
▧ Program research and revision takes time and 

resources many may not have.
▧ See:  Cicchino, Amy. (2020). A Broader View: How 

Doctoral Programs in Rhetoric and Composition 
Prepare their Graduate Students to Teach 
Composition. WPA, 44(1), 86–107.



“
▧ How did we train and support 

graduate students during the 
shifts necessitated by COVID-19?



Even if they didn’t 
say yes on the 

survey…

Interviews 
indicate many 
WPAs with 
GTAs ended up 
working closely 
with them in the 
early pandemic.

Survey Q: did you tailor 
support for specific 

instructor types?

Only 1/3rd of participants 
said yes.
However, when they said 
yes, about 55% (11/18) 
said they reached out more 
or offered more support to 
graduate instructors, many 
of whom were teaching for 
the first time.

In/formal 
support groups

In some programs, 
GTAs were in a 2nd 
semester of 
practicum; in 
others, they were 
the group that 
engaged most with 
offers for support. 



“
▧ How did we train and support 

graduate students during the 
shifts necessitated by COVID-19?



“
▧ Who prepares those who train 

graduate students?   



“
▧ What models of training are 
practical? What challenges have 

influenced your programs?



“
▧ How do we balance the 

emotional labor of mentoring 
with our other responsibilities? 

What is realistic?



Questions and Existential Crises?
▧ Kailyn Hall: hall554@purdue.edu or @kshartel on Twitter.
▧ Linda Haynes: lhaynes@purdue.edu
▧ Marisa Yerace: myerace@purdue.edu or @MarisaEY on 

Twitter
▧ Margaret Weaver: margaretweaver@missouristate.edu
▧ Ti Macklin: timacklin@boisestate.edu
▧ Slides and Transcript from the session will be available 

soon at: www.kshartelhall.com/4C22 or contact Kailyn at 
email above.
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